
SPM Srl
Machines for polyurethane and filter media processing



COMPANY

Founded in 1992 in Vigevano (Italy) SPM designs

and produces machines - also special - for the

processing of two-component polyurethane

materials and for the handling and preparation of

filtering media.

It therefore manufactures plants for the

manufacture of automotive filters, absolute filters,

technical articles, accessories.
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CUSTOMIZATION

COLLABORATION

STUDY

EXPERTISE
Over time the company has strengthened its activities by

focusing on innovative processing methods and high quality

standards, but above all on the study of special customized

solutions and equipment together with the customer.

The partnership with the customer always begins with a study

phase that immediately allows the project to be optimized;

SPM then builds the machines, starts production and remains

at the complete disposal of the customer with an effective

after-sales service.
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TECHNOLOGIES

1. Filter Media Processing

2. Polyurethane (PU) Processing

3. Curing & Calibration PU

4. Accessories

5. Spare Parts

QUALITY

INNOVATION

FLEXIBILITY



TECHNOLOGIES 
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90 XSB Side Banding - Automatic machine for the assembly of cabin filters with

devices driven by synchronized brushless motors. Connected to a pleating

machine it realizes a complete, automated, production line for cabin filters.

91XPR Roller pleating machine to process the filtering media (paper or

polymer) to obtain elements to be used for cabin filters or air panel filters

and round oil and air filters.
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1.     FILTERING MEDIA PROCESSING
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95XFB Front and Back - Automatic machine with station for

manual loading to close the heads of semi-finished rectangular

cabin filters.

93 XIB edges bonding with CollaFilo TWIN - Automatic machine

with 2 or 4 working stations, with PATENTED thermo-fusible glue

dispensing device "CollaFilo 500 Twin" to glue the two ends of the

pleated media.

1.     FILTERING MEDIA PROCESSING
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Line 100 Compact – Line of automatic machines with one or more

rotating plates, for the moulding or the gluing of bottoms and

heads on industrial round air filters.

Line 120 Double - The LINE 120 evolves, allowing the quick

passage from a production of round filters to a production of

panel filters, as well as other shapes or technical items.

2.     POLYURETHANE (PU) PROCESSING
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Line 300 – Line of PU casting machines for assembling air filters of

various types and shapes.

The plant consists of proven, reliable modules combined to meet

different production requirements.

Line 200 - Line of automatic machines with portal frame, 3

interpolating electronic axes to deposit the gasket in thixotropic

or fluid PU with element (or mould)-holder table.

2.     POLYURETHANE (PU) PROCESSING
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TMAT Rotary Table - Automatic rotating table with 12 or 16

stations for PU curing in panel filters and calibration of round

industrial filters in plastic or aluminium closed moulds and in

open moulds.

MAT PRESS Maturation - Groups of 4 static presses for PU curing

in panel filters and calibration of circular industrial filters in closed

plastic and aluminium moulds and in open moulds.

3.     CURING AND CALIBRATION PU
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PRMOT2 - Filtering media rolls holder unwinder with motorized

unwinding, independent electric panel controlled by PLC, in

service to the pleating machines.

TJOINT DEVICE - The operator can manually joint the two reels,

helped by the blocking systems of the media and by a reference

guide for the cut of the overlying media.

4.     FILTERING MEDIA ACCESSORIES
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Feeder for colouring pastes - Feeder for colouring pastes, with

dosing system with precision pump controller by the control unit

of the machine to which it is connected.

System for detaching drying and/or heating of aluminium moulds

using infrared rays.
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4.     PU ACCESSORIES
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Casting Heads - SPM equips the machines with its own casting

heads, entirely made of treated steel.

All heads include a system of reagents recirculation and wet liner

for cooling the mixing chamber.

5.     SPARE PARTS

Forming Screws (for 90XSB side banding machine) - Pairs of quick-

change counter-rotating forming screws for making filters with

different bend pitches.
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CONTACTS

ADDRESS PHONE E-MAIL

Via Trento 54

27023 

Cassolnovo (PV)

Italy

t.   +39 0381 319209

m. +39 338 6726429

commerciale@spm-macchine.com

info@spm-macchine.com
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